The rs9932581 and rs1049255 Polymorphisms in CYBA is not Associated with Preeclampsia in Chinese Han Women.
Several lines of evidence have been reported that oxidative stress plays an important role in the pathogenesis of Preeclampsia (PE). Therefore, this research is aimed to investigate whether polymorphisms of CYBA are related to susceptibility to PE in Chinese Han women. We studied the genetic frequency of the rs9932581 and 1049255 polymorphisms in CYBA in 1029 PE patients and 1400 controls of later pregnant women by the TaqMan allelic discrimination real-time PCR and a case-control model. Our research indicated that no significant differences were found for the genotypic or allelic frequencies at the two polymorphic sites in CYBA between PE patients and controls. To further study the relationship between the polymorphic sites and PE, we also found that there is no significant difference in the genetic distributions identified between the mild or severe PE and early or the late-onset PE and controls. The study demonstrated that the genetic variants of rs9932581 and rs1049255 in CYBA might not be associated with PE. However, investigations of genetic variability that influence on the disease outcome are needed in other large prospective populations or regions, so the complicated interconnection of genetic and environmental elements can be emulated for better understanding.